
Wolffepack®: The Orbital Backpack, an Award-winning Design 

Product features of the Wolffepack® ‘Metro’ 

Wolffepack®, the orbital backpack, is a radical new concept in backpack design 
that swings all your gear to your front but stays strapped to your back.  

"Reinventing the backpack"       Daily Mail 
“A smart new design"        Daily Telegraph 
"Wolffepack fixes the bag’s biggest design flaw"    PSFK Design 
"A radical new design"        Daily Express 
"These clever gents have designed a backpack giving you the best of both 
worlds"          Core77 Design 
"Wolffepack solves the biggest problem with backpacks"   Trendhunter 

 

It’s unique and patented expetoSYSTEM®, an orbital trapeze technology frees 
the pack to swing around your body using super-strong cords. 

A British invention, the Wolffepack®’s unique and award-winning design: 

• gives better and quicker access to stuff inside the pack 

• offers more comfort by avoiding bumping fellow passengers and ‘backpack 
rage’, and by allowing the user to sit comfortably with the pack still on 

• provides greater security; it can be securely and comfortably hooked on 
the front of the body where valuables are in sight 

Capacity: 22 litres approx  Weight: 1.4kg approx 

Laptop Sleeves: Padded and soft microfiber-lined for a laptop up to 15”/38cm 
plus a sleeve for tablet computer 

Pockets: Organiser section, Documents sleeve, Front slip pocket, Side drink, 
and pockets for chargers, phones, Kindle etc 

Features: Key hook, Strap tidies, Top handle, Chest strap (detachable) 

Dimensions: height 47cms, width 31cms, depth 15cms  

Materials: Wolffepack® uses leading-edge materials from the high performance 
worlds of yachting and mountaineering. It includes Kevlar, carbon fibre, and 
Dyneema, which is 15 x stronger than steel and used by the military for ballistic 
protection. The Dyneema cords can carry a load of more than 300kg. 

Exterior Textiles: 900D x 1200D high grade ballistic polyester, gunmetal zipper 
pulls and hooks, Water-resistant fabrics 

Colour: black with red detailing  Warranty: 1 year 

Contact us! wolffepack.com or info@wolffepack.com ; ph: +44 77 9695 8005 
 
facebook.com/thewolffepack   youtube.com/wolffepackbackpack 


